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N

ew Year’s Resolutions are dumb, so I’m not
doing one this year. If I’m being honest, I kept it
a full 100 in 2018 and I see no reason to change
in 2019. Your move, haters.
Instead, let’s argue about music! Here’s my
favorite albums of 2018. I’m not saying these were the best
albums of last year, but just the ones I listened to the most.

CONTE NT S

5.) LIFE’S A TRIP by Trippie Redd
This album is perfect for partying, being a Sad Boy, or just as
some background music. Trippie has really found his singing
voice, and this album is full of fun songs like “Bird Shit” and
“Bang” as well as some emo trap bangers like “Taking A Walk.”
4.) ASTROWORLD by Travis Scott
I mean “Sicko Mode” alone warranted a top five slot, right?
The album is loaded with all the club bangers you want like
the aforementioned “Sicko Mode” as well as “No Bystandards”
and “Butterfly Effect.” Travis also is at the forefront of this
futuristic trap rap revolution, and songs like “Stargazing”
show just why he’s ahead of the pack.

PEO PLE O F
C A M PUS

3.) TABOO by Denzel Curry
I was absolutely blown away with this album from start to
finish. Denzel’s versatile flows and his voice control were on
full feature this album, and in my opinion, it should’ve earned
him a few Grammy nominations. He can spit absolute fire on
songs like “Sumo” or “Switch It Up,” and conceptually the
album starts “lighthearted” and ends in a darker tone.
2.) Trench by Twenty One Pilots
And speaking of being blown away, holy shit this new Twenty
One Pilots album. The vocals on this are the best yet from the
duo. The beats, melodies, and arrangements are far superior
to their last album. And the concept of this album dives into
a wide variety of topics including mental health, the stress of
fame, mortality, and friendship. Almost every song is great on
the album, but “My Blood” and “Cut My Lip” are my favorites.
1.) Swimming by Mac Miller
I’ve been a Mac Miller stan my entire life, so whenever he
drops and album I’m all ears. And with his recent passing,
there has become a whole new layer to his music to dig through
that creates a bigger picture. This album is perhaps his rawest
showing of emotion where he deals with isolation, heartbreak,
drug addiction, and his quest for inner peace. Songs like
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“What’s The Use” juxtaposes happy and melodic beats with
sad lyrics about addiction, while “Ladders” paints a picture of a
young couple with only a few hours to spend together and the
perils of that type of relationship. Rest in peace, young king.
Send me your hot takes, campus. And if not, we do have
a great magazine here. Why not flip through a few pages and
enjoy it?
Cheers,
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TOP 10
CRUSH
TWEETS OF
DECEMBER

I

t’s a new year, but if you know anything about @OSUCrush, we’re
always on our bull shit. This month in Top Crush Tweets, we have a
Brooklyn Nine-Nine reference, an ode to chubby birds, and someone
pleading with Cardi B about her relationship with Offset. You know, it’s
all the important stuff you need to kick off 2019.
BY 1 8 70 S TA F F

4

THE TINY CHUBBY BIRDS THAT
HOP AROUND CAMPUS. I LOVE U.

1

40 RTs, 269 Like

5

7

NOBODY CAN MAKE
ME FEEL BAD FOR
NAPPING ANYMORE. NO
MORE DUE DATES, NO
MORE ASSIGNMENTS,
NO MORE CLASS. ALL
NAPS (AND LOTS OF
SNACKING).

2

What the FUCK am I
supposed to do over
winter break? I’m
bored as SHIT.
6 RTs, 184 Likes

8

Movies taught me that
college campuses
would be full of hot
guys playing guitar
shirtless, but
noOoOoOoOo, instead
it’s just cold af and
classes are hard.
Where the hell is my
guitar playing prince?

19 RTs, 244 Likes

STEM majors are all big and
bad until they have to write a
coherent paragraph.

6

I cannot be the only
one who remembers
the “It’s hot in
Topeka” episode of
Foster’s Home for
Imaginary Friends
and regularly
references it. Why
doesn’t anyone
understand
my joke?

30 RTs, 372 Likes

3

Not professors who make
your finals worth 35% of
your grade. And exams are
the way you get graded.
When people like me have
test anxiety and literally
almost throw up before
their tests it makes this
whole college thing
literally impossible.
14 RTs, 294 Likes

2 RTs, 174 Likes

9

Dear Cardi, don’t get
back with Offset. P lease.
1 RT, 118 Likes

19 RTs, 244 Likes

10

THE CAMPUS BARS AND HOW THEY
SUPPORT EACH OTHER ON TWITTER.
30 RTs, 372 Likes
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January
CRUSH CONNECTIONS
BY KATI E CO O K

E

ver wonder who is behind those most dastardly
and hopelessly romantic tweets? Or how the
crushee reacted to an OSUCrush tag? Well, so
does OSUCrush! We’ve followed up on some of our
favorite tweets to dig up the details.

OSUCrush:
@OSUCrush: “Madison Hribar is a
real-life Disney princess.”
We’d never miss the golden opportunity to
meet a real-life Disney princess, so we got
the deets on our newest royal member.

@SassMasterMadz
Is this your first time being mentioned
on our page?
Yeah it’s my first time which I found really hilarious
because I graduated on Sunday and the crush tweet
was tweeted Monday!

OSUCrush:
@OSUCrush: “Tony Robb, do
your dishes. - Tall brunette
you live with”
Everyone deserves the opportunity to defend
themselves against slander. Especially when
said slander is given by a crusty pot of mac
and cheese. Oh, and if you’re looking for a
new roommate, Tony may be available!

@RobbTony10
So did you do your dishes?
No.
Were they soaking or did you let them
get crusty?
The more crust the better.

10

Do you know who wrote the tweet?
I’m not sure who wrote the tweet! I keep to myself
for the most part so seeing that I was mentioned
was a shock to me.

Defend yourself!
The kid literally left a pot of mac and
cheese out that same night so he has no
room to talk.
Is the accuser innocent of dirty dishes?
Refer to the previous answer.
What’s the best way to win a fight with
your roommates?
Ignore them until they go away (like the
dishes).
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What would your Disney princess name be?
My Disney princess name...hmmm. My name is
actually from a movie called Splash from the 1980s
and the mermaid in the movie was named Madison
and I’ve always loved that a lot, so I guess Madison
the mermaid. I’m not as creative as I wish I could be!
What is your parents’ occupation? King and
Queen of what?
My mom is the Queen of Oral Surgery/Dentistry
and my dad is the King of Business!
Every princess has a sidekick, who would yours be?
My sidekick would probably be my sister. We’re
really close in age and do the same things for the
most part, and we’re very similar. Both Scorpios,
both worked for/going back to work for Disney in
a few weeks, etc. The list can go on for days. She
always knows what to do if I can’t figure out what’s
next. She’s the best.

OSUCrush:
@OSUCrush: “The
finals Santa!”
Did you spread some love over
the Christmas season? Well we
did, and we learned from the best!
Who doesn’t love unrequited love and
unsolicited support? Scrooges, that’s who.

@flawswill
Did you choose the Santa life or did the Santa
life choose you?
The Santa life kind of chose me. What makes
me happy is making other people happy and if
holding a big sign on a cold day and giving out
a couple thousand candy canes can make even
one person smile during a stressed out final
week, then being Santa is totally worth it.
Would you consider this method acting?
I don’t really consider it acting. I consider it
me trying to be my jolly self and who wouldn’t
smile if they saw Santa?
What’s the best way to spread cheer during
finals week?
I wish I could say the best way to spread
Christmas cheer is singing loud for all to hear,
but that would make a lot of people mad in the
library. So I think the best way would be just to
smile, tell people not to stress too much, and
to tell everybody they’re going to do amazing
because positivity is contagious!
Do you go by Mr. Claus or can I call you Chris?
I prefer Santa. I’ve heard Campus Santa and
Finals Santa, but just Santa keeps it short and
sweet.
Is there a Mrs. Claus?
Santa actually had his heart broken by who
he thought was going to be Mrs. Claus this
semester. So Santa is currently looking for a
woman that he can make happy everyday and
who he can shower with the gifts she deserves. :)
1870mag.COM • JANUARY 2019 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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DRUNK ZODIAC SIGNS:
N E W Y E AR ’ S R E SO LUTIO N S

W

ell, Buckeyes, 2019 is officially here. You’ve got New Year’s Resolutions, and we’ve
got the alcohol suggestions to get you through them. Without further ado, it’s time to
crack open a new year.
BY K E V I N K E AT O N • I L L U S T R AT I O N S BY RYA N C A S K E Y

Taurus
(APRIL 20-MAY 20)

Aquarius
(JANUARY 20-FEBRUARY 18)

College can be unbelievably stressful. Your
New Year’s Resolution for 2019 is to be
less stressed out. Prioritize and pick your
battles and head out for a drink to unwind
a little more this year! Remember, on
Wednesdays we drink pink Moscato.

Your spending habits
have been getting a
little out of hand lately,
and your New Year’s
Resolution is to save more
money in 2019. Kick those
6-packs of micro-brews and
fancy liquors to the curb and get back to
your roots with some cheap beer! Switch it
up with Rolling Rock instead of Natty.

Gemini
(MAY 21-JUNE 20)

You’ve been in Columbus for a while now,
but you still haven’t explored it much. This
year, explore Columbus a little more! Head
to the North Market for some glorious food,
German Village for some shopping, and
check out some of the microbreweries on
Fourth St. like Seventh Son Brewing Co. or
Hoof Hearted Brewery and Kitchen.

12

(OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21)

In 2019, you’re trying to work on your
relationships. So, call up that old friend
you’ve been meaning to get back in touch
with and meet them for a drink!

Sticking to a diet can be exhausting. You’ve
tried a few, but none of them are quite
right. This year, you’re going to eat a little
healthier all around. And you know what
they say: “A glass of red wine a day keeps
the doctor away!”

Sagittarius
(OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21)

Your New Year’s Resolution for 2019 is to
drink less! Let’s be honest, Sagittarius. You
don’t got this one. Maybe next year. Might as
well crack open a Bud Light.

Capricorn
(DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19)

Aries
You want to try some new beers in 2019.
Head over to the District Pourhouse at
Gateway and get adventurous!
Whether it’s from Alaska,
Australia,
the
Czech
Republic, or down the street,
you’ll find something you love
that you’ve never tried!

Scorpio

(AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22)

(FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20)

(MARCH 21- APRIL 19)

Some bars are for dancing, some bars are
for sports, and some bars are for talking.
Your resolution for 2019 is to make some
new friends. So try shaking up your bar
rotation and meeting more people while
you’re out! Have you ever thrown darts at
Local Bar? Or capped off your night at Cafe
Bourbon Street?

Virgo

Pisces
In 2019, you’re trying to
focus on self-care and
self-improvement.
Sometimes going out just
gets old. Skip the night
out more often and stay in
and split a bottle of wine (or
two) with some friends! The Virgos have
already taken all of campus’ supply of red
wine, but that’s okay because white wine is
easier to drink.

Leo
(JULY 23-AUGUST 22)

Cancer
(JUNE 21-JULY 22)

“The man who does
not read books is
no better than the
man who can’t,” said
Mark Twain. Your New
Year’s Resolution is to read more! So make
yourself a cup of Earl Grey, throw a splash
of Jim Beam in it, and open up a new book!
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Libra
(SEPTEMBER 23-OCTOBER 22)

Spring break is coming up and that means
you only have two and a half months to get
in shape! Cut those high calorie beers out
of your diet and start mixing in some vodka
with club soda.

Smoking’s a bad habit.
That’s
why
you’re
quitting cold turkey in
2019! Drink to that this
year with some Wild
Turkey bourbon! And
then spend the rest of
your night craving for a
smoke! •
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SHIT TO DO
Living in Columbus means there’s
never a shortage of events to go to,
parties to hit up, and musicians to
check out. This list is curated by
the editors here at 1870 Magazine,
but we are always on the lookout
for the next must-see event! Have
an event you feel the world must
know about? Shoot us an email at
editor@1870mag.com!

5

MEN’S BASKETBALL VS.
MICHIGAN STATE
THE SCHOTTENSTEIN CENTER

So we’re kicking off this new year with a
potential barn burner, huh? That’s alright with us.
Last year, Coach Holtmann and Keita Bates-Diop
shocked the country and sent the Spartans home
with a big fat L, and this year, we can’t wait to see
Coach do the same. Rise up, BuckNuts, we gotta be
crazy for this one!

5

JANUARY
GALLERY HOP
THE SHORT NORTH

Don’t let the cold weather
keep you away, the Short North’s
monthly Gallery Hop is still running.
Check out all the art galleries in the
arts district, pop into some of the
shops, or grab a quick bite to eat. Truly,
the only wrong way to do Gallery Hop
is to simply not do it at all.

11

OHAYOCON 2019

HYATT REGENCY COLUMBUS
(1.11-1.13) | COTA: 2L

It’s like Comic-Con, but
Ohio’s version of it. Check out the anime
camp themed Ohayocon this year where there
will be competitive tournaments with games
like Fortnite and League of Legends as well as
all the nerd culture you can handle like cosplay
or Tea Time With Deadpool. And if all else fails,
go kick back a few drinks with your other fellow
nerds and do some people watching. Take
one drink for everytime you see Deku from
My Hero Academia.

7

CLASSES START

Clevelanders get your ass on
I-71S and out-of-staters, get
your bags packed and your
flights booked: it’s time to go back to
class and start this semester. As for
everyone who stuck around campus for
the break, hope you enjoyed your ample
parking and short lines at Chipotle.

14

11

MEN’S HOCKEY
VS. MICHIGAN
THE SCHOTTENSTEIN
CENTER (1.11-1.12)

Whenever there’s a chance to hate
on Michigan, we take it. This month,
we’ll be hating That State Up North
and their damn hockey team during a
double-header. It’s the new year, and
Michigan still sucks!

OSU WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL V.
MICHIGAN STATE
THE SCHOTTENSTEIN CENTER

It doesn’t matter which team from That State Up North
is coming to Columbus, all we know is we don’t like them.
Catch the women’s basketball squad take on Michigan
State and hopefully the Buckeyes will send them home
packing like the football team did to their brother in
November. This game serves as one of the four Big Ten
teams they will face this month inside the Schott.
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SAVED BY THE 90S
A&R MUSIC BAR | COTA: 8

Maybe you were born in the
90s, maybe you just missed it
by a year or two. Regardless, there’s no question
that the music, vibes, and aesthetic of the 90s
were fun; especially when you’re drinking. This
cover band, Saved By The 90s, does a little bit
of everything with their song selection so get
ready for a nostalgia trip that you may or may
not have been alive for.

21

19

OFFICIAL WOMEN’S MARCH OHIO
3RD COLUMBUS ANNIVERSARY

This year the Women’s March falls near Dr. Martin Luther
King Day, and this serves as a great reminder to see how far
we’ve come socially as a society. Without the brave acts of civil rights leaders
like Dr. King, who knows where the fight for social progress would be. On this
day, make your voice be heard in honor of those who weren’t fortunate enough
to have that opportunity, and to help pave the way for generations after you.

(614)
RESTAURANT
WEEK
(1.21-1.26)

Community and compassion come together
as 120+ of Columbus’ best restaurants break
out the silverware for Restaurant Week, copresented by (614) Magazine and Marathon
Petroleum Corporation. During the last full
week of January, you can enjoy 3-course meal
for just a fraction of the price. Not only will your
restaurant bill get a break, but you can earn
$1 for NC4K (No Kid Fights Cancer Alone) for
each Instagram photo you tag with #EAT614
(up to $5000).

25

LEBOOM
EIGHT YEAR
ANNIVERSARY
WEEKEND

(1.25-1.26) SKULLY’S MUSIC-DINER | COTA: 2

It’s been eight years of Skully’s supplying EDM
fans with all different variety of EDM artists and
groups, and now it’s time for a celebration. Stop
by on Friday night to see Said The Sky and his
blend of bass and melodies, or come through on
Saturday to catch Dirt Monkey and his bubbly
tunes. Additionally, the show will feature work
from roeVy which has become a staple at these
anniversary shows.

26

GLOW PARTY
AXIS NIGHTCLUB
COTA: 1

Glowing up at Axis is
easy. Just throw on some old white clothes
and don’t ever intend on wearing them again
because they are going to be absolutely covered
in glow paint. But with neon lights, the best drag
cabernet hosted by Nina West, and tunes from
DJ Rob Engel, sacrificing a white outfit is a small
price to pay.

27

THE FLEX CREW

SKULLY’S MUSIC-DINER
COTA: 2

Looking to switch up your
Saturday night out? How about some reggae
music and a big dance floor? Check out The
Flex Crew at Skully’s Music-Diner for some live
reggae, roots, and rock music with only a $10
cover charge.

16
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29

HAMILTON

OHIO THEATER
(1.29-2.17) COTA: 1

Lin Manuel won’t
be performing, but the magical stage
production, Hamilton, has made its way
into Columbus for a few weeks at the
end of January and into February. It goes
without saying that tickets for this are a
bit pricey, $129 per ticket is steep, and
they are going quickly so scrounge up
your quarters from the couch or forever
watch clips on YouTube.

2.2

GROUNDHOG DAY
MARATHON AT GFC
GATEWAY FILM CENTER

Grab your Red Bulls, chug some
coffee, or keep some mint gum on
deck; the 24-hour GroundHog Day
Marathon is back at Gateway Film
Center. The premise is simple: can
you watch Bill Murray relive the same
day over-and-over in GroundHog Day
10 times in a row? No scrolling on
Twitter, and no sleeping. If you can,
you’ll be walking home tired as hell,
but with free movies to Gateway for
the year. Maybe it’d be best to Uber
home with all that money you’ll be
saving on movies for the year.

29

CODY KO & NOEL MILLER: TINY
MEAT GANG LIVE

COLUMBUS ATHENAEUM (ORIGINALLY SLATED
FOR SKULLY’S MUSIC-DINER) | COTA: 8

Cody Ko and Noel Miller gained fame through the popular six second video
app, Vine, and never really looked back. Now the two create comical videos
on YouTube where they roast other YouTubers and Instagram comedians,
cringe at BuzzFeed videos, and make hilarious rap songs like “Stay Safe.”
Unlike most YouTubers, they aren’t about flexing on their fans so we are
imagining these two will be down to earth when they come to Columbus.

18
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2.4

CORY
WONG AT
A&R MUSIC
BAR

A&R MUSIC BAR | COTA: 8

We know it’s hard, but don’t let his Ann Arbor
roots scare you away. Cory Wong can rock the
hell out. He’s a musician and guitarist with the
band Vulfpeck, which you should totally look up
if you’ve never heard of them, and he’s taking
his talents on the solo road this winter. If you
love jam bands, you’re gonna love Cory Wong.
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I CAN FUNDRAISE
ALL BY MYSELF
How Buckeyes are DIYing their way to raising funds for BuckeyeThon
BY M A D I TA S K

A

s a senior at Ohio State I can
confidently say the biggest campuswide event to shape my college
experience into something truly exciting,
memorable, and meaningful is participating
in the BuckeyeThon Dance Marathon.
Registration closes in the fall, but you have
until the absolute last minute to raise that
minimum $250 #ForTheKids required
to get into the event. It’s a 12-hour dance
marathon filled with activities like silent
disco, gaga ball, tutu-making, dodgeball, and
the ever-so memorable rave hour (*hnskhnsk-hnsk*). The whole point is that to get
into the event, and during the event itself,
students fundraise for terminally ill kids
at Nationwide Children’s Hospital here in
Columbus.
However, it might feel a little weird
reaching out for donations via Facebook
to your extended family you regularly
avoid because of political posts and former
P.E.teachers you friended out of pressure.
So this year consider switching up your
fundraising style, like these students have!

NATALIE PERRI
Paints portraits for commission.
What do you do for donations and how
did the idea start?

I’m a realism artist and I’ve been obsessed
with art as long as I can remember. I’ve been
doing dance marathons since my freshman
year in high school, so fundraising got
boring; I felt bad asking the same people
for money, so I knew I had to start being
creative. I already do commissioned work
so I was like, let’s just merge the two and
do commissioned work for donations. I
composed a Facebook video and asked my
friends and family to share it so it would get
heavily exposed; people would reach out to
me and ask for previous works to see what
talent level I’m at. Last year I raised over
$1,000 just on art commissioned work.

20

NOOR ALSHAFIE
Sells homemade peppermint
sugar scrubs.
| PEPPERMINT SUGAR SCRUB BY NOOR ALSHAFIE

How do you fundraise?

| PORTRAITS BY NATALIE PERRI

Is it a successful means of fundraising to
get to the $250 minimum (or more)?

It’s been very successful for me, I have a
wide variety of price ranges so people can
get canvas paintings for like $20 but some
of the more expensive pieces are up to $250
and that’s the minimum right there. People
tip me too, I’ll charge them $100 and they’ll
give me like $150.
How would you recommend fundraisers to
step up their game?

I would say if you’re passionate about
anything and you can create a product that
you thoroughly enjoy doing in your spare
time anyways, one it’s not going to feel like
work, and two it’s going toward a good cause.
I love art. I do this anyway, why not merge
the two and help out this amazing cause?
You can still do extra fundraising.
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I originally came up with this idea when
my boss gave me a ‘wellness package’ for
Christmas and it included lotions, bath
bombs, face masks, and other self-care items
and I just loved it. It was perfect for me
since I’m always stressed about school and I
immediately felt that others would love it too.
This sparked me to find a way to bring a little
stress-relief to others, while also staying in
the holiday spirit with the peppermint scent.
What are some quick, easy ways anyone
can do to fundraise?

Sending emails to my family and friends,
making individual phone calls or having
face-to-face asks if possible. Posting on social
media, Venmo-ing people small amounts,
participating in football and neighborhood
canning, writing personalized handwritten
notes, and thinking of unique activities like
the peppermint hand scrubs.
How successful has your project been?

I’ve raised over $75 since I began two weeks
ago by selling 0.75 oz. scrubs for $1 and 2 oz.
scrubs for $3. I would say that it’s been more
successful than I originally anticipated,
but to truly reach the $250 commitment,
you need to think outside the box and do
a variety of things to fundraise. College
students react better to Venmo and scrubs
since they can get something in return.

How would you recommend fundraisers to
step up their game?

First, think about why you are #ForTheKids
and that will drive you in everything you
do. Once you truly know that, fundraising
becomes much easier. After you have your
why, think about the things you like. When
scrolling through social media or thinking
about times when you’ve donated or done
community service, what catches your eye
and makes you stop? If you can narrow down
what appeals to you as well as what people
might like or need (e.g. scrubs, tutus, food,
etc.), then you are ready to go.

RACHEL GRAF
Plays the oboe and writes
songs for donations.
How did your idea start?

Last year during BuckeyeThon recruitment
(late November) I had my oboe with me at
one of our registration booths because I
had to get it fixed that day and the person
I was with was like ‘If you get someone to
register you should offer to play for them,

I’LL SNAPCHAT IT!’ A couple months later
I posted the video of me playing from back
during registration week and I got some
donations because of it.
What recommendations do you have for
fundraisers looking to step up their game?

Get creative! Whatever talents or passions
you have, they can be used in any way.
Passions come from our childhood and that’s
a great connection back to our cause for the
kids. The best advice I ever got was, ‘No one
will ever be upset with you for asking for
money if you explain why you’re passionate
about it.’ The oboe became the means I was
using to show that passion. [BuckeyeThon]
does support psychosocial services—music
therapy—but in my mind it all connects. •

“GET CREATIVE!
WHATEVER TALENTS OR
PASSIONS YOU HAVE,
THEY CAN BE USED IN
ANY WAY.”
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IN JANUARY,

WE MARCH
Four female OSU professors talk what it
means to be a woman in academia
BY A L E X I S H A L L

The pink pussyhats will be out in full force, and signs with
powerful messages will be a reminder to anyone in eye shot:
this January will mark the third annual Women’s March, and
the women involved will not keep quiet. If you can’t make it to
Washington DC this year, Columbus will be hosting their very
own march; and all are welcome to participate.
In light of the Women’s March taking place in DC,
abroad, and right here in Columbus, I set out to speak with
some women professors at Ohio State to gain some wisdom
from trailblazers. This article isn’t about hating anyone with
a Y chromosome. It’s a chance to celebrate being a woman
and shine light on four bad ass ladies. I hope you all enjoy
hearing from them as much as I
enjoyed talking with them.

Get To Know The
Women
Dr. Elizabeth Wellman
attended the Community
of College of Aurora
near Denver and then
transferred to Adams
State
University
in
Colorado.
She
completed her MA
and PhD in Theatre at
Ohio State University.
During that time she
taught a wide range
of GE classes. The
diverse environments
convinced her to
become a teacher, and
she said, “When I’m
in a classroom with

college students, I feel like I’m made of electricity—I love the
energy and pace and challenge of navigating a room full of
individuals who bring their own universes with them.”
Dr. Nicole Kraft obtained her bachelor’s degree in
political science from Temple University and her master’s
in communications from Ohio State University. She finished
her doctorate in education from Lamar University this year
(congratulations!). She was a magazine editor while teaching
magazine writing at Ohio State. She is now a professor and
lecturer at OSU as well as a journalist, author, and that’s just
the tip of the iceberg of titles for Kraft.
Dr. Koritha Mitchell, a Houston, Texas native,
attended Ohio Wesleyan University. She did not receive
college counseling because the staff at her high school
apparently didn’t see her as college material ( joke’s on
them right?!). Her college experience was heavily
influenced by two fellow African American
women; her college recruiter from Ohio Wesleyan
and a professor she had in her junior year, Anu
Aneja. She inspired Dr. Mitchell by teaching works
from authors of color “not just because it
was ‘right’ but because they contributed in
powerful ways to long-standing traditions.”
Ms. Ashlee Dauphinais completed her
undergraduate studies in Spanish and
International Relations at St. Joseph’s
University. She continued her
education at University of Puerto
Rico-Río Piedras to get her MA
in Linguistics, and is currently
a PhD candidate at Ohio
State University studying
sociolinguistics
and
linguistic anthropology.
Ashlee chose to teach
at the university level

because she “loves the intellectual challenge, stimulation,
and dynamic work environment...as well as having the
opportunity to interact with undergraduate students and
share in their personal and academic formation.”
What does it mean to you to be a woman in academia?
Elizabeth Wellman: I think there are a lot of opportunities
to amplify voices in the academy — scholars, teachers,
artists, and students — who have been ignored or
overlooked, especially people of color, as well as trans, nonbinary, and queer people. As someone who has experienced
oppression but also privilege, I see my role in academia
to be an amplifier, advocate, and scholar of those oftenmarginalized voices.
Nicole Kraft: Support for our colleagues and our students
is paramount to our success in academia...One student
showed me a text she sent her parents on the first day of
class that said she had a woman as a professor who she
could already tell “really kicks ass.” That may have been my
biggest compliment.
Koritha Mitchell: Being a woman in academia means
that I can be for others what Anu Aneja was for me—a
professional who does not allow the nation’s lies to limit
whose intelligence is recognized. American culture insists
that intelligence generally comes in the package of a
straight white man. Being a woman in academia means
being committed to exposing that for the lie that it is and
has always been.
Who is one of your biggest female role models? Why?
NK: Jan Box-Steffensmeier, the interim dean of Arts &
Sciences. She is an extraordinary leader who sees the big
picture and the small details, and always has time and
vision to inspire the best for both. Also Dr. Melissa Beers in
psychology who sees the good in everyone and makes me
strive to be as nice a person as she.
KM: Beyoncé Knowles Carter. She’s got an absolutely
stunning work ethic; she’s a Houstonian; and she’s bold,
brave, and stylish.
EW: Mary Oliver, the poet… her work has taught me a lot
about what resilience and groundedness look like, even in
the survival of really painful things.
Ashlee Dauphinais: Dr. Anna Babel, my mentor and
academic advisor. She models balance and promotes her
students’ mental health and physical well being...she
challenges us to prepare us for the real-world challenges of
academia.

What advice do you have for the female students on
campus?
AD: My advice for female students on campus would be to
understand what challenges may exist out there...I think it
is crucial to learn to set your own boundaries and to know
that it is impossible to take on everything, something I
battle all the time.
EW: One don’t wait for someone to invite you to the table,
for permission, or to feel “qualified enough.” If you want an
opportunity don’t wait...Take up space...Women are getting
a lot of messages about how they shouldn’t apologize
and that’s good advice. But apologies can be silent. Don’t
apologize with your body or your energy or your voice for
taking up space.
NK: Aim high. You have no limitations except that you put
on yourself. Link arms with others in your rise and help lift
them up when you reach your peak...You are a woman. Let
them hear your roar.
Do you have any thoughts on the #MeToo movement or
the current political climate that you would like to share?
NK: Do not be discouraged. Do not give up. Together we
are stronger and more powerful than any moment in time...
What we do within this climate to support and advance
each other is what will define us now and forever.
EW: There are a lot of women, men, and non-binary people
who have survived sexual violence...I hope they hear
that they are believed...that their story doesn’t have to be
weighed against anyone else’s...And I hope if anyone is
reading this and needs help, they reach out for support.
What are some ways you have been able to use your
wisdom/expertise to help other women with struggles
you have faced in your lifetime?
KM: I publish work that helps members of marginalized
groups know that they aren’t crazy when they notice how
unfairly they are being treated when this country and its
institutions operate as they always have. (visit her website
korithamitchell.com/)
What is one thing you love to celebrate about being
a woman?
AD: I love to celebrate the collective knowledge and unity
that women have and pass down to others. I find comfort in
our strength in numbers, and in the sense of security that
the presence of another woman can provide in daunting or
intimidating situations, both in and outside the workplace.
The Columbus, Ohio Women’s March 2019 will begin near
the Franklin County Courthouse near E. Fulton St. and S.
Third St. For more information on transportation options to
Washington DC, details about the Ohio Women’s March, or
other marches across the country, visit womensmarch.com.
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A LOOK INTO THE NEXT THREE MONTHS OF MUSIC NEAR CAMPUS
BY E T H A N C L E W E L L

T

he outdoor concert halls are closing up shop until warmer days roll back around, but that doesn’t mean the
concert scene is going into hibernation. There’s plenty of big name superstars and popular local acts putting
on shows the next few months, and here are the highlights. •
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1.12

G Herbo

Newport Music Hall | Price: $35
Swervo..Swervo...Swervo, this rapper will
be at Newport this month. He has a grimey
and quick flow that works well with his trap
beats. With features on his songs from Chief
Keef to YBN Nahmir, it’s a safe bet that
you’ll be in for a rapper’s delight this night.

1.24 Party Favor

TRISM | Price: $15
There’s a reason Party Favor is named what
it is: his music sounds like a damn party.
The EDM sound is in your face, loud, and
downright perfect for moshing. And what
better place to enjoy all this than TRISM’s
open dance floor?

Winterfest featuring Juice
1.26 Ohio
WRLD and Kevin Gates

The Celeste Center | Price: Varies
Juice WRLD’s come up in the SoundCloud
rap era has been filled with emo trap
bangers and big name features from artists
like Future. His solo album, Goodbye & Good
Riddance, gave us hits like “Lucid Dreams,”
while the other headliner, Kevin Gates, has
turned out chart toppers like “I Don’t Get
Tired,” or “2 Phones.” It should be a good
mix of new wave emo trap hip hop and new
school grimey rap.

2.2

4th. Ave.

A&R Music Bar | Price: $10
Under 21 and worried about getting in?
Don’t worry; all the members of 4th Ave.
haven’t even hit 20 yet. This boy band from
LA mixes trap beats with pop and R&B
creating catchy music.

2.13

Space Jesus

Skully’s Music-Diner | Price: $20
(+$10 for anyone under 21)
Space Jesus works more in the realm of
dubstep than anything. While many of the
artists on this list provide a high-energy
show, Space Jesus is all about the chill vibes,
man. Look out LoFi Hip-Hop Beats To
Chill/Study/Relax To, there’s a new sheriff
in town, and he’s straight chillin’.

2.18 Dr. Dog

1.25

The Basement | Price: $19.50
Part one of the Dreamville rappers hitting
the Bus in the month of love. Bas came onto
the scene quietly and has quickly gained
popularity with his songs like “Tribe”
featuring J. Cole or “Boca Raton” featuring
ASAP Ferg. His music has a good mix of
upbeat and fun songs as well as conscious
rap.

Photo by Benchmobllc

Newport Music Hall | Price: $28
Let this pop artist take you back to middle
school at Newport this month. I know you
still know all the words to “Beautiful Soul.”
You don’t have to lie.

2.15
2.7

Rainbow Kitten Surprise

Express Live | Price: $35
This band’s name does not match its sound,
this band does an amazing job crossing
the rock/folk genre. They rode some wild
success last time in the city as they sold out
the Newport, so this time they moved into
some bigger space at Express Live.

2.12 Excision

Express Live | Price: $42.50
Excision makes headbanging electronic
music and complements it with crazy visuals
and graphics. Make sure you take an extra
Advil after the show because odds are high
you’ll have a headache and a sore neck. Fun
Fact: the festival Lost Lands is presented by
Excision.

The Schottenstein Center |
Price: Varies
Back from their killer first tour together,
these two make a second round of shows
nobody’s going to forget. Weezer has
changed their style over the years, and
their show is a variety of their songs from
“Island In The Sun” to “Say It Ain’t So,” and
of course their cover of “Africa.” The Pixies
might be one of the best bands to never
have a traditional radio hit, but that hasn’t
stopped them from climbing their way up
the rock industries over the last 30+ years.

2.14 Bas

3.23 Jukebox the Ghost

Dillon Francis and Alison
Wonderland

Express Live | Price: $45
This duo is teaming up for a show that will
be a memorable one. At this point in time,
both artists are EDM titans. Their style is
very similar as it works more in the pop
realm with vocals in the songs, plus they
are known for really nice drops and pretty
awesome visuals.

2.16 Anderson East

Newport Music Hall | Price: $20
Don’t confuse Anderson .Paak with
Anderson East; they are two completely
different artists. East’s voice is somewhere
between Fergie and Jesus, and his music is
somewhere between rock and R&B. Check
out the artist whose song, “All In My Mind,”
was recently nominated for a Grammy.

2.17

Donna Missal

A&R Music Bar | Price: $12
She can cross genres with ease that others
cannot. She reminds me a little of Lana
Del Rey with that power in her voice that
reaches your soul. Plus, tickets are cheap as
hell.

Newport Music Hall | Price: $14
This tour follows after the indie pop band’s
2018 album Off To The Races which included
the hit “Everybody’s Lonely” that will make
you think about life and perspective. What’s
a good concert without a few existential
crises?
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2.19
Jesse McCartney

3.19Weezer and Pixies

Newport Music Hall | Price: $25
Oh, Nellie! Has it really been 20 years since
this band first started? This psychedelic rock
band will be stopping by Newport to play
from its newest album Critical Equation; the
band’s first album in five years.

JID

Skully’s Music-Diner | Price: Varies
(+$5 for 21 and under)
If there’s any rappers prime to hit a huge
glow up in 2019, it’s JID. His newest album,
DiCaprio 2, showcases his versatility as a
rapper, singer, and how comical he can be
with his word play. The Dreamville rapper
has gained comparisons to Kendrick Lamar
and it’s always a good thing to compared to
one of the greats.

2.20 Brother’s Osborne

Express Live | Price: $34
This Country Music duo is on the rise after
a successful second album Port Saint Joe,
which came out back in April. Just make
sure to rock a cowboy hat like lead guitarist,
John Osborne.

2.20 G Jones

Skully’s Music-Diner | Price: $20
G Jones goes hard. This bass heavy EDM
artist has shows that probably could be
heard from miles away if it wasn’t under a
roof. Don’t believe me? Stroll past Skully’s
on this specific Wednesday evening and find
out for yourself.

2.22 Luke Combs

The Schottenstein Center | Price:
Varies
Yee’s will be haw’d at this show. Luke Combs
is on his “Beer Never Broke My Heart
Tour,” and although there isn’t an official
announcement of a new album in 2019,
Combs isn’t slowing down with making
music with his latest hit “She Got The Best
of Me.”

2.24

Travis Scott

The Schottenstein Center |
Price: Varies
Coming off the hype of his latest album,
Astroworld, Travis Scott is opening up a
second leg of the tour and stopping off in
Columbus. His futuristic trap wave vibes
have set a standard for his contemporaries,
and his shows are known for being
absolutely insane. “It ain’t a mosh pit if there
ain’t no injuries.”

3.1 Hippie Sabotage

The Bluestone | Price: $20
They are an EDM group and they have all
the tell tale signs of a good show. There are
some instruments used lived, specifically
the guitar, and there’s a smoothness to their
sound more than anything. Although their
show is very high energy, it’s not as intense
as some of the others on this list.

3.2 Vince Staples

Newport Music Hall | Price: $14
This man has got his own unique sort
of style, he doesn’t really match what’s
considered the mainstream of the industry
right now, but it works for him. His songs
include “Norf Norf”, “Blue Suede” and
BagBak”. Opening up will be another unique
rapper, JPEGmafia, at Newport Music hall.

3.11 Mumford and Sons

Nationwide Arena | Price: Varies
After their most recent album, Delta, came
out in November, Mumford and Sons are on
the road. Their sound has moved away from
folk to alternative rock, but I am sure their
show will include their older work. I mean
they can’t just not perform “I Will Wait”,
right?!

3.28 Zomboy

Newport Music Hall | Price: $25
The dead will be brought back to life with
this show, Zomboy is a very intense style
EDM. I recommend that if you go in, you go
all in. Zomboy will possibly be tearing the
roof off of Newport.

3.29 Dierks Bentley

Nationwide Arena | Price: Varies
Country music might get a bad rep, but
Dierks Bentley makes some damn infectious
country music. Songs like “Drunk On A
Plane” and “Somewhere On A Beach”
take you to a place of vacation, and with
this concert coming in the middle of the
semester, we’ll all be thinking about a place
bright and sunny.•

“You think that something is
wrong with you but NOTHING
IS WRONG WITH YOU”

Girl Talk

How to Tackle Formal Recruitment
BY M A D I TAS K

I

P H OTO P R OV I DE D BY P I B E TA P H I

t’s January, ladies. Even if you stan that G.D.I. title (a goddamn independent, or in layman’s
terms, not in a sorority) you may still know the stress second-hand that comes with sorority
recruitment the first two weeks of January. As a former sister of an Ohio State chapter and
Vice President of Recruitment itself, I know all the stress, the fun, and the bullshit that comes
with recruitment on both sides of the story.
An institution that most of our parents associate with either hazing or golden friendships that
last a lifetime, sororities today truly provide an opportunity for leadership and community on a
campus as big as ours. Plus, Ohio State’s no-hazing policy is taken very seriously in the houses of
women on Greek row.
If you don’t already know how it works, here’s a basic rundown. The first “round” (Friday into
Saturday) of recruitment, all PNM.’s (potential new members) visit every Panhellenic (traditional
social sorority) house on campus and have conversations with the sisters. The PNM.’s list the
houses they most want to return to on a sheet of paper at the end of the day, and rank in order the
last ones that they least want to return to. This way, when the sororities decide based on a ranking
system unique to every national chapter who to invite back for the next round, if the PNM.’s were
not invited back to one of their favorites, the first on their list of least-favorites is added back onto
their schedule. Every day the maximum list of houses they’re allowed to be invited back to shortens
from a max of eleven houses, dwindling eventually down to three houses on the final Sunday, or
“Preference Round”.

30
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Still nervous about going through
recruitment or teetering on the edge of
signing up at the last minute? Here’s some
insight from sorority leaders on the other side
right now that might help ease your nerves.
Hannah Topliff from Pi Beta Phi knows
the anxiety you may be going through
anticipating two straight weekends of non-stop
conversation and quickly changing schedules.
“It’s such a bad process! You come into
these big rooms (in the Ohio Union), some
girls have all eleven houses on their list and
some girls have two. Do you know how hard
that is? You think that something is wrong
with you but NOTHING IS WRONG WITH
YOU, and that’s not fair.”
At the same time, however, Topliff
knows the rules in place have lead to her
being with her sisters for life: “Think about
what you like, don’t think about what others
are thinking going through the process. As
cheesy as it sounds, you do need to trust
the process. It has a weird way of working
out right.”
Alex Russell from Alpha Xi Delta,
however, found the classic recruitment
phrase “trust the process” more dizzying
than satisfying when she went through: “For
some reason, I didn’t find much comfort in
it. Instead, I calmed my nerves by focusing
on making my decisions based off of the
experiences and thoughts that I had. It was
difficult because I went through recruitment
with my roommate and friends, but it was
so worth it on Bid Day when we all ran to
different chapter houses.”
Values-based conversations are at the
core of formal recruitment. Time is crunched,
but every chapter matches up a sister or two
with a PNM. to chat with during the round.
Alley Walker, a member of Alpha Chi Omega,
recommends leaning back on activities and
achievements you already know well.
“Don’t be afraid to dive into some things
you did in high school, not everyone can get
involved right away in college. Get excited
about things you did in high school or things
you still want to join at OSU.”
Topliff recommends finding chemistry
with the girl talking to you, and paying

attention to how you feel during and after
every conversation.
“Houses where I could have genuine
conversations and not worry about what I
was saying was important. Every time I left
Pi Phi, I had the biggest smile on my face
and I didn’t want to leave. I didn’t feel that
strongly at other houses, where every girl I
talked to we had great conversations and we
laughed and I was my weird self and people
accepted me for that.”
Russell recommends letting the sorority
sister hosting you lead the conversation.
“Truthfully, I think having values-based
conversations can be difficult when you don’t
know the person that you are talking to very
well. One of the things I aim to do when
talking to a PNM. is to figure out what things
matter most to her. Having this goal not only
helps me guide the conversation in the right
directions, but is an effective way to learn
who a woman is and if she’s the right fit for
Alpha Xi.”
These girls also helped dispel some
infamous misconceptions about sororities.
Topliff knows recruitment can easily come
off as “superficial.”
“You get dressed up to look your best,
we look our best, so sometimes you’re
missing the point that these are values-based
conversations. It’s not about what color your
hair is or what designer you’re wearing, it’s
about your personality and how it matches
with the house.”
Walker agrees that outfits are not the
focus of the event, and are rather another
way to share more about who you are.
“Be yourself in every part of everything.
Wear outfits that you like that you feel you
look best in, you don’t have to fit a certain
standard or answer questions right or
wrong. I remember people more based
on if they stood out, not if they just wore
something basic.”
As far as recruitment no-no’s go, all girls
agree that there isn’t anything absolutely
detrimental you can do to be cut from houses.
It’s all in the chemistry of the conversation,
but basic manners and attitude do still matter.
“It’s based off of what we perceive your

values to be,” Walker shared. “Body language
and being rude will never get you anywhere
in life, let alone sorority recruitment.”
And most importantly, no one gives a shit
about the tier-system.
“We’re a values-based recruitment, so I
think we look for those deeper conversations
that push past the surface-level, push past
that whole tier-system, because at the end
of the day none of that matters,” Topliff said.
“No one behind the scenes thinks about
it. I know that when you’re going through
recruitment the ‘tier-system’ is something
you think about, but all of us behind the
scenes, we don’t. We’re just looking for our
next best-friend’s little and things like that.”

Registration for PHA sorority recruitment
closes on January 7th at 11:59 P.M and can be
found at sfl.osu.edu/secure/join.

Not going
through
recruitment?
Senior bar hopper,
[name omitted due to
graduate school application, wish her luck]
recommends hitting up
the rarely cleared-out
January dance floors:
“There’s usually not as
long of a wait to get into
the bars, but they’re
just as fun since I’m still
with my friends.” Take
advantage of that PHA
dry period, Buckeyes!
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Baked Ziti

Honey Sesame Chicken

Nothing beats some sauce-swimming cheap pasta covered in the fancy cheese.
This baked ziti recipe is just what you need to enjoy after spending the first half of
your day acting like it was canceled via snowstorm.

Looking for something a little more interesting? Feel free to mix up the recipe
depending on what you have readily available, because missing one ingredient
won’t screw up the entire meal.

plian

Ap
inner

Seasoned Chicken, Potatoes,
and Green Beans
BY M A D I TA S K

This recipe is super simple and has plenty of room to mix it up
depending on your favorite seasonings.
-

1.5-2 lbs chicken breasts
½ lb fresh green beans (about 2.5 cups)
4 cups DICED red potatoes
⅓ cup fresh lemon juice (yes, fresh!)
¼ cup olive oil
1 tsp oregano
1 tsp salt
¼ tsp pepper
¼ tsp onion powder

-

2 cloves minced garlic

-

2 jars of pasta sauce
15 oz tomato sauce
1 lb uncooked penne pasta (emphasis on uncooked!)
15 oz ricotta cheese
2 eggs
⅓ cup basil
2 cups Parmesan cheese

-

1 cup grated Asiago cheese (or shredded mozzarella for less $)

1. Combine the ricotta cheese with the 2 eggs in a small bowl, mix with a fork
or spoon until they’re one and the same, then add your basil and mix again.
2. In a large bowl, combine both pasta sauces and the tomato sauce. We have
to split this into thirds before putting it in the slow-cooker so don’t skip the
bowl part.

4. Pile on ⅓ of the penne pasta and try to space them evenly across the sauce.
5. Scoop out spoonfuls of HALF of the ricotta mixture onto the layer of penne
pasta. (It can look like dots spaced evenly on top of the penne)

2. Remove the chicken, leaving the sauce in the slow cooker and start shredding
the chicken using two forks. Set this aside.

6. Sprinkle on half of the Parmesan cheese. Repeat the layering, starting with
another 2 ⅓ cups of the sauce mixture.

3. In a small bowl, dissolve the cornstarch in the remaining ¼ cup water and
stir it into the slow-cooker. Cover and cook on HIGH for about 15-20 minutes
until slightly thickened. Return the chicken and mix it all together.

7. Add another ⅓ of penne. Dot on the rest of the ricotta cheese, make sure it’s
spaced evenly.

2. In a medium bowl, mix up all of your seasonings: lemon juice, olive
oil, oregano, salt, pepper, onion powder, and garlic.

8. Sprinkle on the rest of the Parmesan and add the last ⅓ of pasta.

4. Cover and cook on HIGH for 4 hours.

2 lbs chicken (or jackfruit for the vegetarians)
Black pepper
⅓ cup soy sauce
¼ cup honey
¼ cup tomato paste
3 tbsp. rice wine vinegar
2 cloves garlic, minced (fresh garlic is super cheap!)
1 tbsp. water
1 tsp. sesame oil (or any other vegetable or olive oil)
1 tsp. onion powder
1 tsp. Sriracha
1 heaping tsp. cornstarch (or 3 tsp flour)
¼ cup water
Sesame seeds!

1. Place the chicken in the slow cooker and season with black pepper. In a medium bowl, combine the soy sauce, honey, tomato paste, vinegar, garlic, 1 tbsp.
water, oil, onion powder, and Sriracha. Pour it over the chicken and cook on
LOW for 3-4 hours.

3. Spray the inside of the slow-cooker with non-stick or grease it with a stick of
butter to help with clean-up later, then throw down 2 ⅓ cups of pasta sauce mix.

1. Place the chicken in the dead center of the slow-cooker, then on one
side pile the green beans, and on the other the potatoes.

3. Pour that mix evenly over top the chicken, green beans, and potatoes.

-

9. Top with the remaining 2 ⅓ cups of sauce.
10. Cover & cook on high for 2-3 hours! (Until pasta is al dente, or firm enough
to bite but not totally softened or overcooked).

4. Serve over rice and top with sesame seeds and chopped scallions for garnish! •

SIP ONTHAT!
Cocktails to keep you warm this winter
BY M A D I TA S K

I

t’s the season of Beer Blankets and drinking
that ice-cold cocktail on the front porch of an
overcrowded house party might not be as easy to

sip on as you originally thought. Might I recommend a
liquor blanket for your tongue, as well? Enjoy this list of
drinks for January, served piping hot!

HOT CHOCOLATE AND
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS

APPLE CIDER
AND RUM

CHAI TEA AND
BAILEY’S

RED WINE HOT
CHOCOLATE

This one is by far the easiest to make. I had
this at a party where the host was able to
drunkenly make this on repeat on all night.
Whip out your biggest pot in the kitchen,
fill it with water, and put over medium heat.
Add as much as hot chocolate powder as
necessary, and after stirring keep it on the
stove top for warmth. Leave the peppermint
schnapps on the counter for people to ladle
hot cocoa into a mug and touch up with a
splash of schnapps to their liking.

This is one big mix of whatever you like,
though the two main ingredients are apple
cider (store-bought) and rum or vanilla
vodka (or any liquor that suits your fancy).
This is the fun part: throw in anything you
want for added aroma and decor! They can
be cinnamon sticks, apple slices, orange
slices, cranberries, nutmeg, whatever floats
your boat. You can make it in one big pot on
the stove (just for warmth, don’t boil!) or in
a crock pot for travel.

Grab your favorite brand of chai tea mix
(can be found at Kroger, or if you wanna get
the good stuff take a trip out to Grandpa’s
Cheesebarn), a bottle of Bailey’s, and
vanilla vodka. Mix the vodka and Bailey’s in
the mug before topping it with hot, steamy
tea. Then sip that tea as you spill the latest
gossip tea.

Wine Wednesdays feeling a little overdone?
Throw in some chocolate! Put a saucepan
over medium heat and add a cup-and-ahalf of milk and a third-of-a-cup of dark
chocolate chips. Stir until it becomes ohso creamy, and then add one cup of your
favorite red wine. Stir until its fully mixed
and then it’s ready for your to sip while
swiping through Hinge and Tinder!

LET THEM
EAT ART
Ohio State graduate
Natalie Sideserf creates
cakes you eat with your
eyes and mouth
BY SAMANTHA K E T TE R
P H OTOS P ROVI D E D BY S I D E S E R F C AK E S

N

atalie Sideserf, Ohio State
alum and cake house queen,
is reminding us that it’s fun
to play with our food.
Owners of Sideserf
Cake Studio in Austin, Texas and hosts of
Food Network’s Texas Cake House, Natalie
and Dave Sideserf of Cleveland, Ohio have
been dishing up elaborately sculpted and
edible art for around a decade. Their
Instagram (@sideserfcakes) is littered with
cakes camouflaged as onions, dogs, Prison
Michael Scott busts, longhorn cattle, and
t-rexes in sweaters. These sculptures
are detailed and made with a lot of love which is why I was devastated to see a slice
chopped out of Prison Michael’s ultrarealistic bandanna. Natalie loves it.
“That’s my favorite part!” she said and
then laughed. “There’s something I always
say: I start with scratch ingredients you’re taking flour, butter, sugar, eggs and
you turn those into a cake, and then you
turn the cake into a sculpture, and then
everybody devours it. Everybody’s engaged
and excited - I love when they eat it.”
I’m on speaker phone in their kitchen
for this interview, and Dave and Natalie are
all easy laughs. They crack a few jokes and
Natalie answers all my questions while
Dave bakes an orange creamsicle cake in
the background.

“It smells amazing in here,” Natalie
comments. I’m miles away and I can feel
the comfort of the kitchen.
Natalie seems to love everything
about her work, which she stumbled into
completely by accident. After graduating
with a fine arts degree concentrated
in drawing and painting, Sideserf was
confronted with the dilemma we all have to
face: What now?
“I wasn’t really sure what direction
I was gonna go in…and I was actually
thinking more of murals. Then the cake
kind of came out of nowhere,” she said.
At a friend’s suggestion Natalie tried
a sculpted cake and immediately realized
the potential.
She started without a clear grip on “the
materials” —cake and chocolate weren’t
the usual mediums. There weren’t a lot of
videos or tutorials available either.
“I had to kind of make it up and just wing
it,” Natalie mused. “I was a little insecure
about things - I didn’t ever imagine that I
would be able to open my own place and
do all of this. I had to build my confidence.
I really had to put myself out there.” Out
of her comfort zone and unsure of a
direction, she began to practice and
master treating cake like art.
”It was a little intense,” she joked.
Following that potential, the Sideserfs
moved to Austin and Natalie joined a

small bakery that did some sculpted work.
Hungering for more (haha get it?), Natalie
entered an Austin cake contest and created
her fame-winning masterpiece: a cake bust
of Austin favorite, Willie Nelson.
“That was wild...I could not find
anything remotely close to that,” she
recalled. “There were no bust cakes,
I couldn’t find realistic human cakes
whatsoever and I was like I’m gonna try it.”
Willie Nelson - or his cake counterfeit
- went wildly viral, ending up on the front
page of Reddit. Interview requests began
to pour in with questions about her work,
and Natalie realized how incredible the
opportunity could be.
They opened Sideserf Cake Studio
about a month later.
Dave, a foodie as well, left his job and
became a full-time baker at the studio,
using his experience as the director of a tech
company with some impressive accounts
(like Coca-Cola and Walmart, to name drop
a few) to run the business side of things. It
was much needed - their popularity grew,
and soon they found themselves with their
own Food Network show, Texas Cake
House. However, Natalie tries to keep her
identity as an artist set before TV host,
with her main goal as pushing pastry into
crazy fun forms and experimenting with
new techniques. ►

“If I’m using the same material over and
over again, it gets a little like I’ve got this
one, now let’s move on to a new one. Just
something different.” Natalie says as she
rattles off some recent cake challenges.
New to the list - and probably one of the
coolest things I’ve ever seen - is a cake onion
(I know this doesn’t sound glamorous, but
you need to look at it on Insta).

“It was really fun to make this little
onion!” Natalie laughed. “It was almost like
doing a still life. When I’m able to just focus
on something small and try a new material
it’s so cool. I layered up the skin of the onion
so when you cut it it cracks and flakes - it
looks real...it’s funny because it’s just an
onion but there’s something so unique
about it.”

Inspired by what surrounds them
- and good old pop culture - Natalie and
Dave have been making some ambitious
cakes lately. Galaxy painted (and life-sized)
rams are pretty trippy to look at. Rick and
Morty’s Rick can be spotted next to an uber
realistic steak, which comes after a human
heart cake that goes pretty nicely with the

Michael Meyers bust and severed limbs that
rolled out in October. Even with all the crazy
new developments, Natalie can’t help but be
nostalgic about the man that started it all.
“I would like to revisit the Willie
Nelson cake. I’ve learned so much since
then, so many different techniques and what
not. I would love to just make it over again
just to see how much I’ve grown.”
Sideserf Cake Studios plans on growing
as well. I dragged Dave away from his baking
to get some inside information on how soon I
could have my own Michael Scott cake.
“We would love to expand from Austin,
even out of Texas. Ohio is even on the
shortlist of places we’d want to be, because
we’re both from there,” Dave commented.
“We just want to be sure we grow at a pace
that’s sustainable—we don’t want to be
overwhelmed with orders. We do these big
elaborate cakes, but we also do smaller...I
guess ‘normal’ cakes.”
With their plans for global domination
in place, I can only wait patiently for their
sweet art to make its way at least a drivable
distance. In the meantime, I’ll drool over
the tutorials and confection-based content
on their YouTube channel (Sideserf Cake
Studio) and try my best to recreate the t-rex
in a sweater. ■

FOOD AND BOOZE

BARKEEP
CONFESSIONAL

B

artenders come in all shapes and sizes, and
from all walks of life. Who’s to say who is best
equipped to give you what you need when you
sit down across the bar? Bartenders. Professional
babysitters, part-time psychologists, and a drunk’s
best friend. When you need to know the best spots to
get your drink on around campus and who to chat up
while you’re there, we’ve got you.
B
 Y KEVI N KEATO N
PHOTO BY CO LLI NS LAATSCH

What’s the craziest or weirdest thing you’ve seen as a bartender?
I’ve only been at Leo’s, and I haven’t seen anything too crazy. Just watching drunk people at the end of the night is always funny though. There
are drunk guys trying to hit on girls and drunk girls who think they’re
really good at dancing, but really they’re just really drunk.
What’s the best way to get your attention on a busy night?
Eye contact. You don’t have to hold your card out. Usually, if you’re just
waiting for a drink and you’re respectful, I’ll get to you as soon as I can.
What’s the worst way to get your attention on a busy night?
Leaning over with your card out or waving your card.
What’s the one song that is overplayed at the bar?
Oh, “Mo Bamba.” 100%, it’s just playing constantly now.

GABBY TUNNEY
LEO’S ON THE ALLEY

What’s your go-to cocktail lately?
It changes with my mood, but I’ve been drinking Jameson and ginger ale a
lot lately. I never thought to try ginger ale as a mixer until I started working at Leo’s and people kept coming in and asking for ginger ale drinks.
What’s your go-to beer lately?
I’ve been drinking Great Lakes Christmas Ale and Barley’s Bloodthirst
Wheat lately.
When you aren’t at Leo’s, what bar are you typically found at?
I’m at Leo’s and Oldfield’s a lot. If I’m staying around campus, I’ll go to
Out-R-Inn or Ethyl a lot, too. And if I’m going to the Short North, I usually
go to Pinthouse or Standard.
When you aren’t drinking at all, what do you like to do with your
free time?
Hang out with friends. If it’s warm out I try to go outside, so, hiking and
things. If it’s cold out I’m just watching movies. I’m not really picky about
genre, but I’ve been watching a lot of cheesy Christmas movies lately.
If you could drink with anyone—dead or alive—who would you drink
with and what would you drink?
I’ve been watching a lot of Game of Thrones and I would love to drink
with Tyrion Lannister, so, I guess I’d drink with Peter Dinklage. We’d drink
wine—you have to drink wine with Tyrion Lannister—and it would be a
Cabernet.
Finish the sentence: Leo’s On The Alley is the bar on campus because…
It’s like getting a drink in your living room with all your friends with good
music playing.
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Boujee
BOOZE
Expand your drinking palate with this
monthly installment of new booze.

The start of a new year always has a fresh feeling to
it, with hope and promise for the months to come. It
offers a chance to try new things and venture out of
previous comfort zones. Starting a diet or intense
workout regimen may be a bit of a challenge, so why
not start with a simpler goal like expanding your
knowledge of alcoholic beverages? It’s a fun way to mix
up your routine drinking habits by exploring the shelves
of liquor stores or those mysterious taps at the bar.
Ringing in the New Year may have left you drowning
in champagne, so here’s some suggestions to kick this
year off right with your first night out after recovery.

BY B RAND O N B LO O M

BEER
Samuel Adams Winter Lager
The holiday season may have passed, but that doesn’t mean all seasonal
products have gone with it. Samuel Adams often releases different beers
depending on the time of year, the most popular being the Octoberfest variety.
When the clocks fall back and winter coats are regularly added to your outfit
rotation, the Winter Lager is shipped out for the season. At 5.6% ABV, it is
stronger than common beers but light enough to enjoy several times during
a night of drinking. The slight bump in alcohol content is concealed by a hint
of orange, a touch of cinnamon, and a dash of ginger: all blending together
for a full-bodied lager taste that pairs well with the colder months. It’s a
nice way to ease in to trying something new without jumping to an extreme.
Unfortunately, Samuel Adams only makes them until the end of January, so
don’t hold out for too long!

COCKTAIL
Bailey’s White Russian
Finding the right cocktail for the winter months can be a struggle, as
the majority of alcoholic drinks are best served cold. Heat aside, people
usually turn to two vices to make it through the cold: alcohol and sweets.
Bailey’s is the best of both worlds; a mixture of Irish dairy cream and
chocolate married with Irish whiskey that is great on the rocks. Add
that to the recipe for a White Russian, and you get a smooth, delicious,
surprisingly strong winter cocktail. Unlike other sugary cocktails, the milk in
the White Russian acts as a much tamer mixer that won’t upset the stomach.
The chocolate flavor compliments the blend of Irish whiskey, Kahlua and vodka
for a bittersweet taste. Each savory sip is followed by a healthy kick, to remind
you of the generous alcohol content in this liquid dessert. Start the new year off
with either of these, and those other goals will seem much easier.
1870mag.COM • JANUARY 2019 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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OVERSIZIN’
IT UP!
For all that holiday weight you
might’ve gained over break
The holiday season came and went, and so did that little
bit of body definition I worked all summer for. After
eating my entire body mass in Christmas cookies, some
of my clothes decided they weren’t as hungry as I was. So
while I get back on the grind, and that same New Year’s
Resolution of weight loss that I always attempt but never
complete, I’m looking towards more of my oversized
clothing to give me some (literal) room to breathe.

OVERSIZED SWEATER
Oversized sweaters are my go to for when I want to be comfortable
and not worry about my protruding food baby. I’ve been obsessed with
crewneck sweaters this season, especially this thrifted Champion one.
It’s one of the most comfortable things I own, and since the old school
brand’s comeback, Champion has been trending a ton. If that college
budget isn’t letting you hop on this trend, try thrifting it!

BUTTON DOWN
Another helpful tip to cover the couple extra pounds from Grandma’s
cheesy potatoes (mouth is watering at the moment), include oversized
button down t-shirts and shirts! This one I’m wearing is from Urban
Outfitters, and I really like the cool checkered pattern on the collar. The
mustard color is very bold, and the white lining on the sleeves and front
pocket give it that old school look.

PUFFY JACKET
Oversized puffy jackets of all kinds are dominating the market right
now; from puffy nylon coats, to Sherpa and fur, jackets that make you
look like a giant marshmallow are completely in right now! This patchwork coat I picked up from Urban Outfitter is a jacket I’d been eyeing
for a while. The patchwork design, combined with the color and fur
really give it a cool and classic vibe. It’s super versatile and can be worn
with a casual or elegant fit, not to mention how warm this thing is!

BY E YO N E RTAC H E W
P H OTOS BY CO L L I N S L AATSCH
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OVERSIZIN’
IT UP!
For all that holiday weight you
might’ve gained over break
The holidays may be behind us, but all those cookies,
chocolates, and second (or was it third?) helpings of
home cooked meals are still hanging around—and
they’re doing it on your waistline. So you’re back from
break with a couple extra pounds, no biggie. Here’s
a couple wardrobe tricks to cover a roll or two while
you get ahold of your gym routine.

JACKET
We can’t all be Ohio State athletes but sure
can dress like one. Go with drastic measures
and hide your holiday pounds under an oversized parka—then spend the rest of the winter
feeling like Kendall Jenner.

DRESS
It’s a big gray hoodie dress—oversized, cozy,
and pretty forgiving. This one comes from the
British retailer Missguided, which runs a lot
of student-friendly promos.

BOOTS
Over the knee boots are a great way to add
length and height to your frame. Aim for
chunky heels that can maximize comfort
while still looking bad ass.

BY SA M A N TH A K E TTE R
P H OTOS BY CO L L I N S L AATSCH
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NEW
DAY
ON THE
BLOCK
With Urban gone,
what’s going to happen
to block fashion?
B Y: L I LY M A S L I A |
P H O T O S B Y DAV I D H E A S L E Y
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ragedy struck on December 4, 2018.
Urban Frank Meyer III, the figure
closest to royalty at The Ohio State
University, resigned as head football
coach. With numerous championship
titles under his belt and a cult following
of adoring college women, Urban Meyer
devastated the university with his
announcement of his retirement.
As quickly as his hair grayed to silver
fox status, a number of questions arose
surrounding his retirement. How will this
affect the draft? Will he replace Gene Smith?
Is Ryan Day ready to take over as head coach?
Amidst all the unanswered questions
about the future of Buckeye football, I
couldn’t help but notice a glaring problem in
the wake of Urban’s retirement: what’s going
to happen to all those Urban shirts at block?
In recent years, blocks have seen
numerous transformation in terms of music,
alcohol selection, and style. More so than
ever, female block attendees have opted
to wear shirts that display their affinity
towards Urban with pictures of his face
emblazoned on the front or slogans, such as,
“Urban F*cks”, “Daddy Urban”, or “Daddy’s
Home”. Tastefully scrapped and tattered
and bleached, Urban-related shirts have
permeated blocks and the subsequent Sunday
morning Instagram posts.
With Urban soon to be out of the
picture, I set out to discover the fate of
block apparel.
Block season is the time to display your
trendiest and funkiest apparel, which leads
me to believe that shirts with any relation

to Urban will be obsolete. By next football
season, Ryan Day will have taken over as
head coach and Urban will soon be a thing of
the past like the Mirror Lake Jump and The
O (may its memory be a blessing). If an Urban
shirt is seen at block, you can assume it to be
worn by either a grieving upperclassman or a
girl who did not revamp her block wardrobe
for the new season. Embarrassing.
At the ripe age of 54, Urban Meyer
has achieved “daddy status,” according to
his collegiate female following. Urban’s
tasteful gray hair and impeccable physique
is only enhanced by his successful coaching
career, prompting him to become a figure of
adoration for Buckeye-loving women.
Urban has set quite the stage for Day to
fill, and with little to no attention from blockattending party girls, I can’t help but wonder,
does Ryan Day have what it takes to step
up as the desirable paternal figure for these
forlorn women? Let’s take a look at his stats.
At 39 years old, Day is far too old to be
generally attractive to average college women,
but still too young to achieve daddy status.
There is hope for Day, as Daddy status can be
obtained through various accomplishments
beyond his physical appearance, but he
has big shoes to fill. Day successfully
coached Ohio State during Urban’s 3-game
suspension, which is promising for Buckeye
fans; however, one can only hope the stress of
coaching will bring an early onset of graying
hair to fulfill Urban’s legacy as a resident
silver fox.
As for block apparel, it’s tough to
predict what aspects of Day are worthy of

recognition. The name “Ryan Day” gives
little room for clever phrases to replace those
of the Urban-era. It would be easy to read
“Ryan F*cks” as a nod to any frat guy named
Ryan who partakes in romantic relationships.
Moreover, Day’s current physical appearance
and newness to the spotlight are more than
likely not enough to warrant him a space in
the closets of block-attending girls.
Rest assured, there is no need to panic for
a lapse in block trends. If there is anything
that sorority girls can do, it’s craft. With the
wit of a poet and the mind of an engineer,
these girls are sure to concoct equally as
impressive block apparel to replace the
Urban era.
One might wonder, if these selfproclaimed children of Daddy Meyer are to
retire their tattered crop tops, where will
they go? A trip to Goodwill would prove
worthless and rather offensive to patrons
looking for practical clothing and who
instead find a dilapidated shirt laden with
Natty Light stains that is missing a collar,
sleeves, neckline, and bottom half.
More than likely, the departed apparel
will reside in an abyss of retired college
costumes, resting peacefully next to frayed
fishnet tights and lopsided bunny ears.
Though Urban block shirts may have passed
before their calling, they can rest easily
knowing they served their purpose of
supplying Sunday morning Insta posts
and being a reminder of the wearer’s
edg y personalit y. •
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here weren’t many losses on the
field that the football team took
this year, but the biggest loss of the
season comes at the helm of the
squad. With Urban Meyer announcing his
retirement and Ryan Day taking over as head
coach, it seems a new era is on the horizon
for Ohio State.
But the real Urban leaving the team is
only half the story. The other half? What the
hell is going to happen to the Fake Urban
Meyer on Twitter? Well, he put it bluntly in a
tweet following real Urban’s retirement: “I’ll
still tweet. I’ll still interact. Again, I’m not
dead yet, idiots.”
So with that in mind, I had to see what’s
in store for the fictitious Urban as he settles
into Twitter retirement.
How did you become Fake Urban
Meyer? did you ever imagine you’d
become a legitimate force in the
wide world of voices around Ohio
State football?
I started the account at the end of the 2012
season after the Buckeyes went 12-0. I was
mad the team was banned from postseason
play and I could only imagine how real Urban
felt. So I decided to guess what he might be
thinking through tweets. The account kind
of took off. Urban‘s wife followed me fairly
early on along with a lot of people inside the
Woody Hayes facility. Some players, their
family members, even coaches and their
families started following me. So I had a
lot of information that I was entrusted to
keeping without giving anybody up.A lot of
people thought that I was an insider to the
program but I really wasn’t. I simply gained
their trust.
So what exactly do you do for a living?
Is it football related? Or are you just
a huge Ohio State football fan with a
huge audience?

The Fake
Urban Meyer
account talks
about his future
with tweeting
and trolling
B Y TJ N E E R
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I’m not a student. But I did graduate from
OSU. I guess you could say I’m your typical
suit and tie person during the week with a
little bit of fake football coach sprinkled in. I
don’t really focus on the number of followers
I have, most of them are probably Russian
bots or something. But it is funny comparing
the number of followers I have compared
to other coaches. The real ones. One of my
followers actually had the time and sent me
a comparison. It really shows you just how
passionate Ohio State fans are, following a
fake football coach.
Now that you’re an undefeated
season, a national championship
three Big Ten titles and 7 wins over
Michigan in, what would you say was
the best/your favorite moment from
your time in Columbus?

Winning
a
national
championship,
obviously. That was incredibly fun dealing
with that stupid Virginia Tech loss early on
and then steamrolling through the rest of the
schedule. A close second would be all those
wins against That Team Up North. I’ve been
blocked by a lot of opposing coaches and I’m
shocked that Jim Harbaugh or even Brady
Hoke never blocked me.
And the fact that so many current and former
players have followed me along with coaches
- and they’re not just from Ohio State. It’s
crazy to see opposing players, coaches and
even Major League Baseball players and
some NBA guys following me along with
NFL players.
Any thoughts on the incoming
hordes of Fake Ryan Days on
Twitter?
I wrote a lengthy announcement about
FakeUrban’s future about 12 hours after
news of his retirement became public.
Essentially I said I’m not dead, people. I’ll
still tweet during games and about other
things. I’ll still bug the hell out of other
fan bases, especially those located in Ann
Arbor and State College. I can tell you that
there are several burner accounts created
by coaches and celebrities who follow me.
Their followers would absolutely freak out if
they knew their coach follows me. Publicly,
some guys by the name of Zeke and Joey
are followers. Tennessee Titans coach Mike
Vrabel follows me too, which is pretty cool.
Let’s do some fill in the blank: When
I’m not watching Ohio State football,
I’ll be watching _____.
Other sports. Movies and Netflix when I
have time.
What’s your favorite movie?
What is this, Tinder? So many personal
questions. I prefer comedies for the most
part. Think stuff that was made in the 70s
and 80s and I’ll watch.
My favorite Ohio State sport to watch
besides football is ____.
Men’s basketball. Some of the players follow
me and I’d love to see them roll through the
Big Ten and March Madness.
The single best play from your tenure
as Fake Head Coach was ____.
I was at the 2014 game in East Lansing. We
lost the Big Ten Championship to them the
prior year (sad Papa Johns game) and it was a
prime time game. I tweeted during a timeout
that we should throw long. JT threw it deep
to Michael Thomas and it turned the game
around. Perhaps one of the coaches read my
tweet and called the play.
Zeke’s huge run against Alabama was also
pretty special. •
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VEGAN:
KETO:

Should the vegan or keto diet make
their way into your new year, new you?
B Y A L E X I S H A L L | I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y R YA N C A S K E Y

H

appy New Year’s!
Ringing in the New
Year means a lot of
things to people.
One thing seems
constant each year - the creation
of New Year’s resolutions. For
some reason when balls drop
it’s a signal to everyone that
they have to become a new,
improved version of themselves
in the coming year (it’s kind of
like puberty). Strange right?
Especially since time isn’t a real
thing and a new year actually
means nothing when you really
think about it. I’m here to
support all your resolutions.
You do you boo-boo.
Some resolutions that always
seem to pop-up are drinking
less (lol), working out (using an
elliptical for 20 minutes doesn’t
count), and eating healthier (this
is where we come in). Maybe
eating healthier means no more
sweets or eating more veggies.
Perhaps it means incorporating
more drastic changes like never
eating meat again or, in fact,
not eating anymore fruits and
vegetables. Becoming vegan
or trying the new keto kraze
means
making
life-altering
changes to your diet. For those
of you contemplating this kind
of change there are some
important things you need to
know first.
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The idea behind this diet is to force your
body to go into ketosis, which is when it
switches over from using carbohydrates for
energy to using fats instead. This means no
more fruits. Basically no more vegetables. No
more sugar. Ketogenics promotes reaching
for things like avocado toast, but hold the
toast. So just an avocado actually.

Pros:
· You do lose weight relatively quickly
compared to other diets.
· It has been seen to reduce seizures in
children. Researchers are interested to
study whether or not this could help with
other brain disorders like Parkinson’s
and Alzheimer’s.
· People with type 2 Diabetes have also seen
better blood sugar control.
· You get to experiment with carb
alternatives in the kitchen and make things
like cauliflower pizza, cauliflower rice,
cauliflower mashed “potatoes”... This could
also be a con if you hate cauliflower.
· Are you a big fan of dark liquor? Good,
things like whiskey and tequila are
totally keto.
· Do you hate dark liquor? That’s okay too;
vodka and gin are keto-friendly, and so is
tonic water and club soda.

Cons:
· Keto Flu: when your body freaks out for a
hot sec caused by switching carbs to fats
for energy. People walk around feeling like
actual shit for a couple days.
· It’s difficult to maintain this diet because
there are so many restrictions and many
people to resort to eating unhealthy fats.
· There aren’t any long term studies that have
researched the benefits, and especially the
risks, of this diet.
· No more beer! Yup, beer is essentially
liquified bread which means it’s loaded with
carbs. The same can be said about wine,
except sugar is the villain in that case.
· While you’re waving goodbye to your
beer, you might as well say so long to most
desserts too. It’s not impossible to whip up
keto desserts, it just takes some patience
and creativity.

A vegan’s diet is basically the complete
opposite of keto. That being said, there are
diets on the internet that are both vegan and
keto, but it looks insanely difficult to keep up
with. Vegans have to eat a lot of carbs in the
form of fruits and vegetables. They cut out all
animals and animal products, like eggs and
milk, from their diets. No longer comforted
by the taste of bacon on a Saturday morning
after a heavy night of drinking (this is the
reason I will forever remain a very happy
omnivore).

Pros:
· Populations living on this type of diet have
been seen to live longer lives, on average,
compared to people that don’t.
· It has been linked to a lower risk of heart
disease.
· Th is diet ca n a lso help you lose excess
weig ht .
· Environmental benefits resulting from a
reduction in methane production by animals
in the agriculture industry.
· There are tons of “meat alternatives” on the
market that can help satisfy a craving in a
pinch. The vegans have came along way from
tofu burgers and boiled broccoli.

Cons:
· You may become an egotistic herbivore that
loves to brag about being a vegan which may
cause you to lose all your friends for being
an ass*. (*results may vary from person-toperson)
· This diet can be difficult to keep up because
it can become expensive for college students
because healthy options are always more
expensive than the dollar menu at Taco Bell.
· A lot fewer options when eating out at
restaurants. And most of your friends will
almost always tell you that the restaurant
has salad and pasta, like they did you some
kind of favor by picking that restaurant.
· You have to read a lot of labels to make sure
common things are actually vegan. Things
like marshmallows might have gelatin in
them which is made from animal bones.
· While some “alternatives” for vegans are
great, others are still lacking. A big one is
vegan cheese.
In order to make these drastic diet changes
there needs to be a lot more research than
this word count can provide. So if these diets
fall into one of your New Year’s resolution be
smart about it and stay healthy. •
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THE

CLASSROOM
TECH BOOM
Five new gadgets to improve your collegiate career
BY N I C O L E P I Z A R R O

re you still taking notes with pen and paper like it’s
2001? Do you lose your wallet at least once a week?
Wondering why you are always broke? If any or all of
these things apply to you, it sounds like you could use a
little assistance. And I’m here to help.
Technology is growing in every aspect of the world whether
that be in the classroom, in the real world, or just at home. It’s
time to get up to speed with the new gadgets to make your new
year more enjoyable. Here’s five different devices that won’t
break your bank, but will improve your game.

A

Mophie PowerStation ($40)
The amount of times I forget my charger at
home is honestly chilling. Power stations
are a lifesaver for those days when you trek
all the way across campus from your dorm
and find that your phone is out of juice -or
worse, your fancy new iPad. The Mophie
PowerStation is a rechargeable 6,000
mAh universal battery that you can use to
charge your phone and your tablet at. the.
same. time.

Rocketbook Everlast ($30)

TileMate Item Finder
($35 for 4-pack)
If you’re anything like me, you easily
misplace things. It’s not our fault, it just
happens. Like my mom says, I’d lose my butt
if it wasn’t attached. Well, maybe TileMate
is the answer we’ve all been looking for. It
is basically a...well, a tile that you attach to
anything you want to track. You just have to
sync the tiles with your TileMate app and
you’re done. You can put it in your keyring,
stick it to your phone or simply slide it in
in your wallet. The plus side is that you’ll
stop losing your stuff. The unfortunate side
is that you’ll have to come up with a new
excuse to put off writing your papers.
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Beurer Daylight Lamp ($50)

Saent Button ($59)

I’ll level with you. Getting out of class at 5
p.m. and it already being dark out makes
me want to go home and take a nap. With
the Beurer Daylight Lamp you can at least
feel like it’s still day out. Like the Robert
Louis Stevenson poem goes, “Late lies the
wintry sun a-bed / A frosty, fiery sleepyhead / Blinks but an hour or two and
then / A blood-red orange, sets again”.
Some believe that daylight lamps increase
productivity and help you combat seasonal
affective disorder. If anything, it will make
your room less dark and gloomy. Up and at
‘em, champ!

The best way that I can describe this item is
your mom in button form. The Saent Button
is accountability in a nutshell. In the Saent
software, you set up a task and how long you
want to spend on it. The Saent button will
then block all of your disruptive websites,
and measure the time that you have left
on your task, while incorporating breaks
throughout. If you know you’re one of those
people who can’t be trusted to focus on one
task at a time, you might want to give this
a shot.
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From the creators of that notebook you can
microwave to erase comes a notebook that
you can reuse until the day you die. Gone
are the days of writing notes on a bulky
notebook. When you buy a Rocketbook
Everlast, you download the Rocketbook app
to your phone. Everything that you write
on the notebook, you can scan onto the app,
which will deliver your notes in PDF format
to any destination you choose, from Dropbox
to Evernote. After you digitize your notes,
simply wet a cloth and wipe the notebook
clean, and use it again. This notebook is
essentially a step up from CamScanner.
Not only will the notes get automatically
sorted to your choosing, but you can search
your handwritten text. My Rocketbook has
changed my life. When you’re taking a class
that relies on in-class discussion for tests,
this is priceless to have. •
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